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SEO Content

Title MB-PIANOSTORE LIMITED | piano removals london

Length : 45

Perfect, your title contains between 10 and 70 characters.

Description Looking for reliable piano moving services and storage in London?
Trust MB-PIANOSTORE LTD for exceptional care and professional
expertise. Contact us today!

Length : 156

Great, your meta description contains between 70 and 160 characters.

Keywords piano removals, piano moving, piano storage, piano disposal, house
removals

Good, your page contains meta keywords.

Og Meta Properties Good, your page take advantage of Og Properties.

Property Content

title MB-PIANOSTORE LIMITED | piano removals
londonpiano movers storage london piano
removals piano disposal

description Looking for reliable piano moving services and
storage in London? Trust MB-PIANOSTORE LTD
for exceptional care and professional expertise.
Contact us today!Piano Moving Services and
Storage London piano disposal MB-
PIANOSTORE LIMITED

image https://static.wixstatic.com/media/1d7e83_261
8b77cd4d44784904337969a006f29%7Emv2.p
ngPiano movers/v1/fit/w_2500,h_1330,al_c/1d7
e83_2618b77cd4d44784904337969a006f29%7
Emv2.pngPiano movers

image:width 2500



SEO Content

image:height 1330

url https://www.mb-pianostore.co.uk

site_name MB-PIANOSTORE LTD

type website

Headings H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6
2 4 1 0 0 0

[H1] Need help moving, storing, repairing, or disposing of your
piano? We've got you covered! Our expert team at MB-
PIANOSTORE LTD has the experience to provide friendly and
professional service you can trust. Since our founding in 2016,
we've been offering hassle-free solutions to make your life
easier.
[H1] At MB-Pianostore Service, we are passionate about pianos
and committed to delivering exceptional services to piano
owners across the city. Whether you are a professional
musician, a piano enthusiast, or a proud owner of a treasured
family heirloom, we understand the importance of maintaining
your instrument's optimal condition. Our team of highly skilled
technicians possesses extensive knowledge and experience in
the art of piano servicing. We offer a wide range of services
tailored to meet the diverse needs of our clientele. From
routine tunings and repairs to intricate restorations and
refinishing, we ensure that every piano receives the utmost
attention and care. We take pride in our meticulous approach
to piano tuning, using the latest techniques and tools to bring
out the best in your instrument's tone and resonance. Our
technicians are adept at resolving any issues, from minor
adjustments to complex voicing, ensuring that your piano
delivers a captivating sound with each keystroke. In addition to
our tuning services, we offer comprehensive piano repairs. Our
team excels in diagnosing and addressing various mechanical
and structural problems, such as broken strings, worn
hammers, or damaged key mechanisms. We utilize premium
quality materials and employ precise craftsmanship to restore
your piano to its optimal playing condition. At London Piano
Service, we understand that each piano has its unique history
and character. That's why we offer exceptional piano
restoration and refinishing services, breathing new life into
aging or damaged instruments. Our artisans are skilled in
preserving the original aesthetics of your piano while improving
its functionality and enhancing its overall beauty. Customer
satisfaction is our top priority, and we strive to exceed your
expectations in every interaction. We are dedicated to
providing prompt, reliable, and professional service, respecting
your time and investment in your instrument. Explore our
website to learn more about our services, browse through
testimonials from satisfied clients, and get in touch with us to
schedule an appointment. Trust MB-Pianostore Service for all
your piano needs, and let us be your partner in preserving the
harmonious soul of your instrument.



SEO Content

[H2] MB-PIANOSTORE LIMITED GREATER LONDON
[H2] MB-PIANOSTORE LIMITED has been providing piano
transport services in Greater London and the UK since 2016.
Fair prices, superior quality and exceptional customer service
are guaranteed when you work with us.
[H2] ABOUT US
[H2] GET IN TOUCH
[H3] Piano Moving Services and Storage Restorations Repairs
Tuning Buying Selling Trading Disposal - Complex house
removal services

Images We found 16 images on this web page.

4 alt attributes are empty or missing. Add alternative text so that
search engines can better understand the content of your images.

Text/HTML Ratio Ratio : 1%

This page's ratio of text to HTML code is below 15 percent, this means
that your website probably needs more text content.

Flash Perfect, no Flash content has been detected on this page.

Iframe Too Bad, you have Iframes on the web pages, this mean that content
in an Iframe cannot be indexed.

SEO Links

URL Rewrite Good. Your links looks friendly!

Underscores in the
URLs

Perfect! No underscores detected in your URLs.

In-page links We found a total of 2 links including 0 link(s) to files

Statistics External Links : noFollow 0%

External Links : Passing Juice 0%

Internal Links 100%



In-page links

Anchor Type Juice

MB-PIANOSTORE LIMITED, GREATER LONDON Internal Passing Juice

MB-PIANOSTORE LIMITED GREATER LONDON Internal Passing Juice

SEO Keywords

Keywords Cloud get touch services london mb-pianostore

mb-pianostoreuk piano service from professional

Keywords Consistency

Keyword Content Title Keywords Description Headings

piano 24

london 10

services 9

mb-pianostore 7

service 7

Usability

Url Domain : mb-pianostore.co.uk
Length : 19

Favicon Great, your website has a favicon.

Printability We could not find a Print-Friendly CSS.

Language Good. Your declared language is en.

Dublin Core This page does not take advantage of Dublin Core.

https://www.mb-pianostore.co.uk


Document

Doctype HTML 5

Encoding Perfect. Your declared charset is UTF-8.

W3C Validity Errors : 0
Warnings : 0

Email Privacy Warning! At least one email address has been found in the plain text.
Use free antispam protector to hide email from spammers.

Deprecated HTML Great! We haven't found deprecated HTML tags in your HTML.

Speed Tips
Excellent, your website doesn't use nested tables.

Too bad, your website is using inline styles.

Great, your website has few CSS files.

Too bad, your website has too many JS files (more than 6).

Too bad, your website does not take advantage of gzip.

Mobile

Mobile Optimization
Apple Icon

Meta Viewport Tag

Flash content

Optimization

XML Sitemap Missing

Your website does not have an XML sitemap - this can be problematic.

A sitemap lists URLs that are available for crawling and can include
additional information like your site's latest updates, frequency of
changes and importance of the URLs. This allows search engines to
crawl the site more intelligently.

Robots.txt http://mb-pianostore.co.uk/robots.txt



Optimization

Great, your website has a robots.txt file.

Analytics Missing

We didn't detect an analytics tool installed on this website.

Web analytics let you measure visitor activity on your website. You
should have at least one analytics tool installed, but It can also be
good to install a second in order to cross-check the data.
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